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Because of contradictions in the literature, we reinvestigated the kinetics of the Birch reduction, i.e. the hydro-
genation of benzene and its derivatives in metal ammonia solutions (MAS; containing solvated electrons e–

and metal cations M+) with alcohols to yield the corresponding cyclohexa-1,4-dien compounds (e.g. 2Li+
2CH3OH+C6H6)2CH3OLi+C6H8). The kinetics of this reaction are obscured since the hydrogen reaction
proceeds parallel to it (2Li+2CH3OH)2CH3OLi+H2). The two reactions differ in their activation energies
(6.5 and 22.5 kJ/Mol resp.); and in the series of the alkali metals Li, Na and K the rate of the Birch reduction
decreases, whereas that of the hydrogen reaction increases. However, in the metal concentration range around
0.01 M, both reactions have within the experimental error the same reaction order with respect to the metal
(&0.8). Both are accelerated by addition of alkali cations common to the dissolved alkali metal, and both are
decelerated by addition of alkali cation complexing cryptands. Thus we conclude that the cations are involved
in the kinetics of both reactions, probably by forming intermediate ion pairs or shifting pre-equilibria in
which solvated electrons are involved. The experimental data of both reactions can be described very well
with the rate lawsv(B)=kB f2[e–] [Li +] [CH3OH][C6H6] and v(H)=kH f2[e–] [Li +] [CH3OH] resp. (f activity
coefficients after Debye-Hu¨ckel) inserting the concentrations of e– and Li+ as calculated from the known ther-
modynamics of LiAS. The experimental rate constantskB andkH are the products of the rate constants of the

rate determining steps and the equilibrium constants of the pre-equilibria.

1. Introduction

The Birch reduction [1] is a very powerful tool for the
hydrogenation of benzene and its derivatives to yield the
cyclohexa-1,4-dien compounds. It is performed in metal
ammonia solutions (MAS, electron donator) with added
alcohols (proton donator), e.g.:

2 Li� 2 CH3OH� C6H6 ) 2 LiOCH3 � C6H8 �1�

The Birch reduction is in contrast to the catalytic hy-
drogenation that leads to the corresponding fully hydroge-
nated compound, e.g.:

3 H2 � C6H6 ) C6H12 : �2�

In spite of its importance for the organic chemist, only
little and partly contradicting information about the ki-
netics of the Birch reduction is found in the literature.
Krapcho and Bothner-By [2] give on the basis of their ex-
periments the third order rate law

v � ÿd �B�=dt � d �BH2�=dt � k �M� �A� �B� �3�

(B benzene or toluene, BH2 its hydrogenated Birch-product,
M dissolved alkali metal, A ethyl-, propyl- or butylalcohol;
chemical symbols in squared brackets stand for concentra-
tions; equivalent concentrations of the three reactants,
[M]&0.2 M). Jacobus and Eastham [3] put some doubts
on this rate law because the hydrogen reaction, e.g.

2 Li� 2 CH3OH) 2LiOCH3 �H2 �4�

which always will proceed parallel to reaction (1) was ne-
glected. From their experiments with lithium and ethylal-
cohol they derive the fourth order rate law

v � k �M�2 �A� �B� : �5�

Further experimental results are: the yield of the Birch re-
duction increases in the series of the alkali metals K, Na,
Li [2, 3], the Birch reduction is faster with ethanol than
with butanol [2], it is accelerated by addition of alkali
bromides with cations common to the alkali metal solu-
tion [2], and it has a very low activation energy [2].

At the time of publication of the two papers it was
known already that MAS do not contain neutral atoms
M8 of the dissolved metal as major component but rather
metal cations M+ and paramagnetic solvated electrons e–,
formed by ionisation of the metal, and a diamagnetic spe-
cies of not known stochiometry with two spin paired elec-
trons [4]. With this knowledge rate law (5) was reinter-
preted by Dewald [5] with the assumption that in an inter-
mediate reaction step B+e– form a radical anion B–

which, with the cation, yields an ion pair (M+ B–). This
then is protonated by the alcohol (see Eq. (15)–(19)). Jus-
tification for this reaction sequence follows from studies
on the protonation of aromatic radical anions in solvent
systems of lower dielectric constant [6]. Dewald gives the
rate law

v � k �eÿ� �M�� �A� �B� : �6�

It is identical with Eq. (5) in case of highly diluted MAS
in which all metal is dissociated into M+ and
e–([M+]= [e–]= [M]). However the experiments [3] were
performed at metal concentrations around 0.1 M, that is at
least 100 times too high to allow the assumption of com-
plete dissociation of the dissolved metal [7]. Thus De-
walds interpretation of rate law (5) is intuition only, but a
good one as we will see later.
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There is one contradiction in the literature concerning
the action of the alcohol. The reaction rate in the rate
laws (3), (5), and (6) is proportional to the alcohol con-
centration, which should be interpreted that the alcohol
moleculesA arepart of the reactionscheme.On the other
hand,it is stated that the reactions are decelerated by ad-
dition of alkali alcolates [3]. This is interpreted by Jolly
[8] with the assumption that not the alcohol is the proton-
ing particle, but NH4

+ formed in the dissociation equilib-
rium (ROH+NH3,RO–+NH4

+) which is shifted to the left
by the addition of RO– ions, thus decelerating the reac-
tion.

At highermetalconcentrations ratelaw (6) canbe eval-
uated only if the concentrationsof the cations and sol-
vatedelectrons in MAS are known. In our earlier poten-
tiometric studies on NaAS andLiA S [7] we succeededin
revealing the thermodynamicsof thesesystemsand in in-
terpreting it on the basis of solvatedelectrons,cations and
of the species(e–M+e–) which is the complex of two spin
pairedelectronsanda cation(in the following abbreviated
by M–). We attained no thermodynamic evidencefor an
ion pair (M+e–) which might be present as a minority
component (symbolisedas M8). From the thermodynamic
data we can calculatethe concentrations of the involved
species for a wide metal concentration and temperature
range.

With this understandingof the MAS, we thought it
worthwhile to reinvestigatethe Birch reduction together
with the unavoidable hydrogen reaction, varying the na-
ture and the concentrationof the alkali metal (Li, Na, K)
and of the alcohol (CH3OH, C2H5OH, C3H7OH, (and
H2O)), andvarying the concentration of C6H6 , and final-
ly varying the temperature,all in a wide range.

2. Experimental Part

The reaction flask of an inner volumeof around300ml
was madeof glass.It was surrounded by a glassmantle
throughwhich the cooling liquid of a cryostat was circu-
lated (for all experiments217±0.1 K, unlessstated differ-
ently). On top it was equipped with severalgroundjoints
for connectionto the vacuum line and to a differential
gage (Baratron pressure meter 210, MKS-Instruments),
and for housing a thermocouple and a septum. A glass
valve wasattached to the bottom of the flask.

Liquid ammonia and the alkali metals were purified
and the MAS were prepared in the reaction flask as de-
scribedbefore[7]. Benzene,dissolved in diethyl etherto
enhance its solubility in ammonia, and alcohols, all of
highestpurity available, and water, after repeateddistilla-
tion, were all degassedby pump freezing before adding
themwith the help of a syringethroughthe septum to the
MAS which wasagitated by a magneticstirrer.

The hydrogen reaction was followed by continuous
pressure registration with the differential gage,the refer-
encecell of which wasconnectedto the vacuum line. The
pressure readingwas donewith an uncertainty of 2 Torr.
Assuming that (with an excessof alcohol)all metalcom-

pletely reactsunderformation of hydrogen, its increasing
pressure in the flask is directly relatedto the decreasing
metal concentration: [M (t)] =[M (0)] (1–p(t)/p(?)) with
[M (i)] metalconcentrationat time t and t=0 andp(i) hy-
drogen pressure at t and t=?.

The Birch reduction was followed discontinuously by
taking liquid samplesfrom the reacting solution through
the bottomvalve. After quenching the reactionby adding
an excess of solid sodium benzoate to the sample [2],
C6H6 andC6H8 wereextracted with diethyl ether. For the
analysis of C6H6 and C6H8, the ethericsolution was in-
jectedthrough a septum into a gaschromatograph(Hew-
lett Packard HP5890 with flame ionisation detector)
which was calibrated with proper solutionsof the corre-
sponding compounds.The uncertainty of the analysiswas
5%.

3. Experimental Results

HydrogenReaction. The progressof reaction (4) with Li,
Na, and K, with Li and addedLiBr, all with methanolas
protondonator follows from Fig 1. Due to an alcohol ex-
cess,the concentration of the alkali metals goes down to
zero. In all further experiments in which we varied the
concentrationor the natureof the metalor the alcohol, in
which we addedelectrolytes or changedthe temperature,
we got the samecharacteristic kinetic curvesas in Fig. 1,
i.e. a change from a low to a high relative reaction rate
(d(ln c)/dt) after the metal concentration decreasedbelow
10–4 M. Therefore we will not reproduceany more of the
many experimentalcurvesobtainedin this study but only
describe their results.

The slopeof the lines in the double logarithmic plot of
the initial rate v for the threemetalsand their concentra-
tions in Fig. 2 (v=const [M] m or log (v)= log(const)+m
log[M]) reveals that the reactionorder m with respect to
the metals is definitely smaller than unity, namely
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Fig. 1
Hydrogenreactionwith lithium, sodium and potassiumand lithium
with addedLiBr: time dependenceof the alkali metal concentration
(0.025 M CH3OH). Full line: experimentalcurves, open squares:
simulationof the reactionwith ratelaw (14) for lithium



m=0.75±0.08 as average. The reaction orderwith respect
to methanol is takenfrom the sameplot as0.91±0.03. We
assume it to be 1 (although that is outside the limit of er-
ror) becausea reaction order 0.9 for methanoldoes not
make sense.Thus we formulate the rate law for the hy-
drogen reaction with Li (=M) andCH3OH (=A)

ÿd �M�=dt � 2 d �H2�=dt � k7 �A� �M�m ��kz�
�with m � 0:75� �7�

(the zeroorderrateconstantkz takesinto accountthat cat-
alytic actingimpurities might acceleratethe reaction asal-
readydescribed by Dewald [5]). From Fig. 2 we alsoread
that at the metalconcentration0.01 M, the ratio of the re-
lative ratesof reaction(4) with Li, Na, and K is about
1:3.5:12. This reflectsthe known orderof the reactivity of
the alkali metalswith respect to wateror air, or alsowith
respectto water[9] or alcohol [3] in ammonia or with re-
spectto ammonia[10].

Similarly we also have a pronounced influenceof the
nature of the proton donator on the reaction rate: in the
order methanol, ethanol and 2-propanol the relative rates
with Li or Na areabout1:0.6:0.25 reflecting the decreas-
ing proton donating power of the alcoholsas expressed
by their auto ionisationconstants pK (16, 18 and 19 resp.
at 258C [11]). Of course the high stability of pure MAS
fits in this patternbecauseof the very high pK of ammo-
nia (around 30) [12]. Water dissolvedin ammoniahow-
everreactsconsiderably slower thanexpected on the basis
of its pK =14; we havegiven an explanation for this pre-
viously [9].

Addition of Li salts (LiBr or LiOCH3) to the reaction
mixture with Li gives a pronounced increaseof the reac-
tion rate(a factorof 2 by adding0.01 M LiBr to the 0.01
M Li+0.025 M CH3OH reaction mixture (Fig. 1)). The
fast reaction with Na is strongly decelerated by 0.01 M
LiBr addition, whereas the slow reaction with Li is

slightly acceleratedby NaBr, suchthat within the experi-
mental error in both cases(with identical metaland elec-
trolyte concentrations)the samereaction rate is observed
which is between that of a Li anda Na reactionsystemof
the samemetal concentration without electrolyte. Addi-
tion of alkali cation complexing cryptandse.g. 4,7,13,18-
tetraoxa-1,10-diazabicyclo-[8.5.5]eicosan (trade name
Kryptofix 211 or C211) to Li solutions,C221 to Na solu-
tions or C222 to K solutions, all with methanolasproton
source,results in a pronounceddecreaseof the reaction
rate (a factor of 4 in caseof 0.01 M Li with 0.02 M
C211). All this definitely shows that the cationsare in-
volved in the kinetics, probably by forming ion pairs or
complexeswith the reacting particles.– From the Arrhe-
nius plot in Fig. 3 we gain an experimentalactivation en-
ergy of 22.5±2.2kJ/mol for the hydrogenreaction.

Birch Reduction.The Birch reduction of benzene(leading
to 1-4 cyclohexadien) can neverbe observed as suchbut
only in competition to the hydrogenreaction.Due to this
competition the yield of the Birch productdependson the
relativeratesof the two reactions.It is the larger, the fas-
ter the Birch reduction relative to the hydrogen reaction.
– The yields of the otherpossible reduction products1-3-
cyclohexadien and cyclohexadien are below 1% and
therefore canbe neglectedin the further considerations.

From Fig. 4 we readthat the rateand the yield of the
Birch reduction very strongly depend on the natureof the
alkali metal. The Birch reduction is fastestwith Li and
slowest with K, the ratio of the initial rates with Li, Na
and K is about13:1.2:1 whereas the hydrogenreaction is
fastestwith K and slowestwith Li (Fig. 1). Consequently
the yield of the Birch product(referred to the initial con-
centration of benzene)is largest with Li (&71%), inter-
mediate with Na (&11%) andsmallestwith K (&7%).

In all further experimentsin which we varied the con-
centrations or the nature of the metal and of the alcohol,
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Fig. 2
Hydrogenreaction:doublelogarithmicplot of the initial reactionrate
and the concentrationsof lithium, sodium and potassiumand of
methanolresp.for the determinationof their reactionorder(0.025M
CH3OH or 0.01M alkali metalresp.)

Fig. 3
HydrogenandBirch reaction:Arrheniusplot of the initial rates(0.01
M Li, 0.025M CH3OH, and0.0035M C6H6)



in which we added electrolytes or cation complexing
cryptands,or changed the temperature,we got the same
characteristic kinetic curves as in Fig. 4, i.e. a steady de-
creaseof the reactionrate (–d[B]/dt) from its fastestini-
tial value to zero when all metal is consumed. Therefore
we will not reproduce any furtherexperimental curvesbut
only describe their results.

The double logarithmic plot of the initial ratesof the
Birch reduction and the concentrationsof the reactantsin
Fig. 5 reveals that the reaction order with respect to
methanol and to benzene is 0.99±0.05 and 1.05±0.05
resp., i.e. both are unity, and that of Li is about
n=0.82±0.03. Thus we formulate the formal rate law for
the Birch reduction:

2 d �BH2�=dt � ÿ2 d �B�=dt � k8 �A� �B� �M�n
�with n � 0:82� : �8�

The rate of the Birch reduction dependsas strongly as
that of the hydrogenreaction on the natureof the alcohol.
In the ordermethanol, ethanol and2-propanol the relative
rates of the Birch reduction with Li or Na are about
1:0.55:0.15, close to that of reaction(4). Addition of Li
salts (LiBr or LiOCH3) to the reaction mixture with Li
givesa moderatebut definite increaseof the reactionrate.
As shownin Fig. 4 the slow reactionwith Na is acceler-
atedby LiBr, whereasthe fast reactionwith Li is delayed
by NaBr, such that within the experimental error in both
cases(with identical metaland electrolyte concentrations)
the samereaction rate is observed which is betweenthat
of an Li and an Na reaction systemof the samemetal
concentrationwithout electrolyte. Addition of alkali cat-
ion complexing cryptands e.g. C211 to Li solutions
(Fig. 4), C221 to Na solutions or C222 to K solutions,all

with methanolas proton source,resultsin a pronounced
decreaseof the reactionrate(a factor of 10 in the caseof
0.01 M Li with 0.02 M C211). All this definitely shows
that the cationsare involved in the kinetics, probably by
forming ion pairs or complexeswith the reactingparti-
cles.– From the Arrheniusplot in Fig. 3 we obtainan ex-
perimental activation energy of 6.5±0,7 kJ/mol for the
Birch reduction in fair agreement with 11.3 kJ/mol ob-
tainedby Krapcho andBothner-By [2].

4. Evaluation of the experimental results

Formal Kinetics. Formally in both reactionsthe metal re-
duces alcohol to hydrogenwhich in the Birch reduction is
transferred to benzeneB forming BH2 or which in the hy-
drogen reaction is liberatedasH2. Thereforewe might ex-
pect that both reactions follow the same formal kinetics,
i.e. that their rate laws (7) and (8) should havenot only
the samereactionorder with respectto the alcohol (we
found0.91±0.03and0.99±0.05andsetboth1.00)but also
with respectto themetal,or m=n, asalmostis experimen-
tally found with m=0.75±0.08 andn=0.82±0.03.

Indeedthe iterative integrationof the coupleddifferen-
tial equations(7) and (8) with suitably chosenrate con-
stantsk7 and k8 givesa very good fit of the experimental
data of the Birch reduction in Fig. 4 with m=n=0.8
(about the average of the experimental data given in the
last section)asshown by the smooth curves in Fig. 4 (for
Li, Na, and K resp.:k8=52, 6 and 5 M–1.8/min, k7=0.1,
0.25 and0.5 M–0.8/min). The fit becomes lesssatisfactory
or even fails with m or n or both deviating more than
0.05 from the given average.

With the reaction order m=0.8 for the hydrogenreac-
tion (Fig. 1) we can fit the experimentaldataonly down
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Fig. 4
Birch reduction:Time dependenceof the benzeneconcentrationwith
lithium, sodium, or potassium(0.01M), with Li+NaBr or Na+LiBr
(0.01 M each),with Li (0.01 M)+cation complexingcryptandC221
(0.02 M); (methanol0.025 M). Open symbolsand ■: experimental
points; full lines: simulationfor Li, Na andK with rate laws (7) and
(8) with n=m=0.8; full circles:simulationfor Li with rate laws (14)
and(19)

Fig. 5
Birch reduction:double logarithmic plot of the initial reactionrate
and the concentrationsof lithium (fixed concentrations:0.025 M
CH3OH, 0.0035M C6H6), methanol(0.01 M Li, 0.0035M C6H6),
and benzeneresp.(0.01 M Li, 0,025M CH3OH) for the determina-
tion of their reactionorder



to a metal concentration of about10–4 M; below this the
reaction is slightly fasterthan calculated, probably due to
the additional zero order reactionas already described by
Dewald [5] and explained by unavoidablecatalyticacting
impurities.A goodfit of the experimental datais obtained
for Li with k7=0.05 M–0.8/min andthe additional zeroor-
der rate constant kz=1 10–7M/min. With corresponding
larger rate constants we can simulate the kinetic curves
for Na andK.

The results of the simulations justify our assumption
that both reactions(1) and (4) for all three metalsvery
closely have the samereaction order with respectto the
metal (howeverrate constant k7 obtained from the treat-
ment of the Birch reductiondisagreeswith that directly
obtained for the hydrogenreaction by a factor of about 2.
We think this is not due to experimentalerrors,but to the
fact that in both reactionswe deal with slightly different
systems:for the Birch reduction we addeddiethyl ether to
enhancethe solubility of benzene).

Detailed Kinetics. Although we think that we can simu-
late the experimentaldata for the hydrogen reactionand
the Birch reduction with the formal rate laws, we still
haveno information on their real kinetics. The only infor-
mation we attainedis that both reactions have,within the
experimentalerror, the samereactionorderwith respectto
the metal; thuswe canconcludethat in both reactions the
samereactivespeciesareinvolved.

We recall that alkali metalsdissolved in ammonia form
solvated electronse– and cationsM+, the complex of two
spin pairedelectronswith a cation,symbolisedasM– and
perhaps, asa minority component,the neutral complex of
an electron and a cation, symbolisedas M8. Thuswe can
formulate the equilibria (f ion activity coefficients calcu-
latedaccording to the Debye-Hückel theory)

2 eÿ �M� ,Mÿ �� �eÿM� eÿ��
K9 f

2 � �Mÿ�=��eÿ�2 �M��� �9�

eÿ �M� ,M� �� �M� eÿ��
K10 f

2 � �M��=��eÿ� �M��� �10�

M� �Mÿ , 2 M� �11�

In the metalconcentrationrangewe areworking in, equi-
librium (9) is shifted to the right with increasingmetal
concentration [7], i.e. the concentrationof M– increases
stronger than the metal concentration;if M– were the re-
active particle in the reactionswe should havea reaction
order larger than 1 with respectto the metal. Since it is
around 0.8 we canexclude M– asthe reacting species;we
already have done this for the hydrogen reaction with
water in an earlier study [9]. Furthermorewe recall that
addition of electrolyteswith the same cationsasthe react-
ing metalsincreasesand that addition cation complexing
cryptandsdecreasesthe ratesof both reactions. This im-
plies that the cationsaredirectly involved in the kinetics.

Thus we concludethat e– together with M+ or M8 resp.
formed in equilibrium (10) as a minority component are
part of the schemesof both reactionsand we set the fol-
lowing reaction sequences.

HydrogenReaction.M8 from equilibrium (10) reactswith
alcohol in the rate-determining step to yield H atoms
which very fast recombine to H2

M� �ROH)H�ROÿ�M� �rate determining� �12�
2 H) H2 �fast� �13�

M8 as intermediate reacting species has been postulated
beforeon the basis of kinetic studiesby pulse radiolysis
in metal ammoniasolutions[13] and in aqueous systems
[14]. The ratelaw thenis (ki, Ki rateandequilibrium con-
stantsof reaction i)

ÿd �M�=dt � 2 d �H2�=dt � k12 �M�� �A� ��kz�
� k12 K10 f

2 �eÿ� �M�� �A� ��kz�
� kH f

2 �eÿ� �M�� �A� ��kz� : �14�

We combinethe individual rate and equilibrium constants
in the experimental rate constantkH =k12K10. Since we
know the equilibrium constant K9=4.9 104 M–2 at 217K
[7] we canunderconsiderationof the activity coefficients
calculate the concentrationsof e– and M+ in LiAS in the
concentrationrangecoveredin our experiments. Thus we
canevaluate rate law (14) by iterativeintegration (at reac-
tion startwith a 0.01 M LiAS we have[e–] =5.1 10–3 M,
[Li +] =7.6 10–3 M and [Li –] =2.4 10–3M with f=0.5). We
can fit the experimentaldataonly by taking into account
that Li+ ions form with CH3O

– ions undissociated ion
pairs or molecules (CH3O

–+Li+,CH3OLi, association
constant Ka) with Ka=1500 M–1 (this is comparable to
the association constantsof any normalelectrolytein am-
monia as determined by conduction experiments [15]).
The resultof the simulation for lithium with kH =150 M–2

min–1 and kz=3 10–7 M/min is given in Fig. 1 (open
squares);it fits the experimentaldataexcellently.

Birch Reduction.Higher aromatic compoundsyield in me-
tal ammonia solutions radical anions in high concentra-
tions [16, 17]. With benzeneB howeverthe correspond-
ing equilibrium (15) is far on the left [18], such that the
benzene radical anion B– cannot be detected with any
analytical means.We revive the suggestionfrom Dewald
[5] that B– forms an ion pair with the cation, whereby
equilibria (15) and (16) are shifted to the right. Protona-
tion of the ion pair is rate determining; the final forma-
tion of cyclohexa-1,4-dien proceedsvery fast:

B� eÿ , Bÿ K15 � �Bÿ�=�B� �eÿ� �15�

M� � Bÿ , �M� Bÿ� K16 f
2 � ��BÿM���=��Bÿ� �M���

�16�
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�M�Bÿ� �ROH)M� � BH�ROÿ

�rate determining� �17�

BH� eÿ �ROH) BH2 �ROÿ �fast� �18�

Thuswe obtainthe ratelaw

2 d �BH2�=dt � ÿ2 d �B�=dt � k17 �M� Bÿ� �A�
� k17 K15K16 f

2 �eÿ� �M�� �A� �B�
� kB f

2 �eÿ� �M�� �A� �B� : �19�

We combinethe individual rate and equilibrium constants
in the experimental rateconstantkB =k17K15K16. In order
to avoid guesswork on the rate constantskH and kB we
estimate their ratio from experimental data: dividing Eq.
(14) by Eq. (19) andrearranging we get

d �H2� � ÿkB=kH d �B�=�B� �20�

(neglect of the zero order rate constantof Eq. (14) does
not affect the further results). Integration within the
boundaries [H2] =0 and [B] =[B]8 at t=0 and [H2]

?=1/2
[M] 8–[BH2]

?=1/2 [M]8–[B]8+[B]? and [B] =[B]? at
t=? yields

kH=kB � ln ��B��=�B�1�=�1=2�M�� ÿ �B�� � �B�1� �21�

We use the data of Fig. 4 for Li: [M]8=0.01 M,
[B]8=0.0035 M, [B]?=0.00094 M and get kB/
kH =540M–1. From the initial rateof the Birch reduction
1, 1 10–4 M/min (Fig. 5) and the initial concentrationsof
the reaction partners and the activity coefficient all given
above, we get kB =1.3 105 M–3 min–1 and thus
kH =240M–2 min–1 (in the evaluation of the hydrogenre-
action in Fig. 1 we got kH =150 M–2 min–1, seeabove).
We now can evaluate the coupledrate laws (14) and (19)
by iterative integration to obtain the time dependenceof
the benzeneconcentrationin the Birch reduction. The re-
sult is displayedin Fig. 4 (filled circles).Again we havea
very good fit of the experimental data for lithium. We did
not try to fit the datafor potassium and sodium, because
thesehave a low yield of the Birch reductionand there-
fore areof minor interestonly.

There remains one contradiction to the literature: ac-
cording to Jolly [8] andDewald [5, 19] the Birch and the
hydrogen reaction proceedvia NH4

+ ions formedby disso-
ciation of the alcohol or water (ROH+NH3,NH4

++RO–).
Their concentrationis at reactionstart proportional to the
squareroot of the alcohol concentration(Ostwald’s dilu-
tion law). Consequently the initial reaction rateshouldbe
proportional to squareroot of the alcohol concentration
(reaction order 1/2 with respectto alcohol) whereaswe
found a linear relation between the initial reaction rate
andalcoholconcentration(reaction order1, seeFig. 2 and
5). Furthermore we could not observethe delay of the
two reactionsby adding RO– ions (e.g. LiOCH3) as has
beenreported by others[3] andhasbeenexplainedby the

shift of the above dissociation equilibrium to the left re-
sulting in a decreaseof NH4

+ ion concentration.Further-
more the equilibrium constantfor H2O+NH3,NH4

++OH–

in ammonia is <1·10–20 [20] and thus the NH4
+ concentra-

tion is too low to allow the hydrogenreaction with water
to proceed via NH4

+ ions. Indeed in our kinetic studies
[14] we could exclude NH4

+ ions as reaction partner at
leastfor the hydrogenreactionwith water. Sincethe dis-
sociation constant of alcohols in ammonia hardly will be
larger than that of water, we think that also the reaction
with alcohols should not proceed via NH4

+ ions. Finally
we did not succeed in simulating any of the kinetic
curveswith rate laws including NH4

+ ions. Thus we con-
clude in contrast to the argumentsby Jolly and Dewald
that not NH4

+ ions but the undissociated alcohols are the
reactive protoning partnersin reaction(1) and(4).

5. Conclusions

As we haveshown we can fit the experimental dataof
both reactions:for the hydrogenreaction we assumethe
pre-equilibrium (10) forming the ion pair (M8=(M+e–))
which in the ratedetermining step(12) reactswith ROH;
and for the Birch reductionwe assumethe pre-equilibria
(15) and (16) forming the ion pair (M+ B–) which in the
ratedeterminingstep(17) reactswith ROH. However we
do not think that the successfulsimulation proves beyond
any doubt the given reaction mechanism, since we have
to fit severalconstants, e.g. for the hydrogen reaction the
zero order rate constant kz, the rate constantkH and the
association constantKa (the equilibrium constantK9 vital
for calculating the concentrationof M+ and e– in MAS
hasbeenobtained from potentiometric measurementsand
shouldbe correct). Also, we useactivity coefficients cal-
culatedaccordingto the Debye-Hückel theory that, in the
concentrationrangeof our experiments,might not be ap-
plicable anymore.Another reasonable reaction mechanism
with severalconstants to choosealso might give a satis-
factorysimulation.

We ratherthink the reaction mechanism – alreadypro-
posedintuitively by Dewald [5] – is proven by our and
other’s [2] observation that the rate of the reactions is in-
creasedby addition of electrolyte having the samecation
asthe applied MAS, andby our observation that the addi-
tion of cation complexing agents decreases the reactions
rates.

The different equilibria involved in the two reaction
schemes(e.g. tight ion pairs M8 and loose ion pairs (M+

B–) resp.) and/or the differences in the rate determining
reaction stepsmight explain

a) that the rate of the Birch reductionincreases,that of
the hydrogenreaction decreaseswith the metals in the
orderK, Na, Li,

b) that both havedifferentactivation energies,
c) that Na+ ions decelerate the fast Li-Birch reduction

and Li+ ions accelerate the slow Na-Birch reduction,
and
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d) conversely that Na+ ions acceleratethe slow Li-hydro-
genreactionandLi+ ions deceleratethe fast Na-hydro-
genreaction.

As physicalchemists we can makethe following recom-
mendations to the organic chemist with respect to the
Birch reduction:

a) uselithium asreductive agent, becausewith it the ratio
of the ratesof the Birch reduction and the hydrogen
reaction and consequently the yield of the Birch prod-
uct is larger thanwith the otheralkali metals (Fig. 4);

b) apply the lowest possible temperature (most conveni-
ently dry ice), becausethe ratio of the rates of the
Birch reduction and the hydrogenreaction and conse-
quently the yield of the Birch product increaseswith
decreasing temperature (Fig. 3);

c) use methanolas protoning agent, which ensures the
fastestreaction and for which the ratio of ratesof the
two parallel reactionsand consequently the yield of
the Birch product is about the sameas with higher
alcohols.

As we read in the extensive literature [21] most organic
chemists have for a long time already carried out the
Birch reduction under the conditions we recommend, but
actually they do not know the reasonswhy they do so.

We gratefully acknowledgefinancial support by the Fond der
ChemischenIndustrie.
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